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1 SUMMARY

1 Summary

A geophysical survey using earth resistance and magnetic measurements was un-

dertaken at Gun Hill and Skilmans Hill, located within the coastal town of South-

wold, Suffolk in order to evaluate the survival of sub-surface features and gain

further insight into the historical development and topographical evolution of the

town. On Gun Hill, the remains of a number of surviving structural elements relat-

ing to former buildings were detected (dateunknown), that appear to align with a

possible former roadway detected running along the eastern margin of the surveyed

area, which may have once formed a southward extension of Queen Street. Some

sub-surface evidence of Second World War gun battery emplacements on Gun Hill

also survives, along with the line of a slit trench crossing the green, which appears

to cut through the earlier building remains. On Skilmans Hill remnants of two for-

mer trackways crossing the green were detected. At the break of slope along the

northwest margins of the hill anomalous responses consistent with irregular, infilled

pits and a possible trench were recorded, indicative of an earlier phase of building

along the edge of the hilltop and the subsequent removal of building materials.

On the lower flank of the hill, the sub-surface remains of two possible structures

were located at the intersection of the two trackways. No geophysical anomalies

directly attributable to the existence of prehistoric or medieval fortifications were

discovered.
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4 GEOPHYSICAL METHODS

2 Introduction

The medieval town of Southwold has a rich historical narrative reflecting it’s loca-

tion on the dynamic North Sea coastline. Regional significance as a trading port in

the 15th Century declined as gravel formations choked the harbour entrance, while

its proximity to mainland Europe saw the town bear witness to sea battles during

the Anglo-Dutch wars and later become a frontline defensive position during the

Second World War.

In 2015 the Southwold Museum & Historical Society commissioned geophysical

surveys at two locations towards the southernmost extent of the town, on Gun Hill

and Skilmans Hill. The results of these surveys are described in this report.

3 Aims and Objectives

The principal aim of the current study was to investigate two areas of open ground

located within the southern portion of the medieval town in order to evaluate

the survival of sub-surface features and gain further insight into the historical

development and topographical evolution of the townscape. There is also a dearth

of prehistoric settlement data for the region and it has been hypothesised that the

high ground around Gun Hill might have formed a strategically credible location

for an Iron Age hill fort. One enduring Southwold mythos surrounds the granting

of a licence to Richard de Clare in 1259 to build a castle at Southwold, for which

no extant remains exist today. The two locations chosen for investigation, Gun

Hill and Skilmans Hill, both occupy, or are adjacent to, positions of elevated

topography potentially suitable for the construction of a castle or fortified dwelling.

4 Geophysical methods

Archaeological geophysics provides a means of mapping surviving sub-surface re-

mains, relying on contrasting geophysical properties between buried remains and

their surrounding burial environment. In the current study, electrical and magnetic

properties of the sub-surface have been investigated. In each case, a large number

of uniform measurements are taken over a regular network of grids and plotted out

as greyscale maps depicting the sub-surface and any ‘anomalous’ responses that

might relate to historical activity. An important point to bear in mind is that

geophysical data represent a palimpsest of past activity, spanning the most recent

of events to those of the distant past. This accumulated layering of geophysical
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4.1 Earth resistance (resistivity) measurements4 GEOPHYSICAL METHODS

responses is perhaps the greatest challenge to accurate data interpretation. Both

techniques employed are sensitive to sub-surface features down to a depth of c. 1.5

metres.

Geophysical techniques were deployed in adherence to guidelines for best prac-

tice issued by English Heritage [1] and the Chartered Institute for Archaeologists

(CIfA) Standards and Guidance for archaeological geophysical survey (2013) [2].

Technical details of the field methods employed are provided in Appendix A.

4.1 Earth resistance (resistivity) measurements

The resistance of the earth to an electrical current at a particular point is mea-

sured by placing electrical probes into the ground. The presence of buried remains

effects how well the surrounding soil conducts an electrical current. The tech-

nique is also sensitive to buried wall foundations or footings as these, being solid

structures present a higher electrical resistance than the surrounding soil. Con-

versely, features such as pits and ditches generally hold more soil moisture than

the surrounding soil (their infilling material being less well compacted), presenting

a lower electrical resistance than the surrounding soil.

4.2 Magnetic measurements

Magnetometer survey, sensitive to minute distortions in the earth’s magnetic field

in the presence of buried objects, provides a rapid means of mapping sub-surface

features. The interaction of the earth’s magnetic field with that of buried features

produces a characteristic ‘dipolar’ response of both positive and negative values,

represented in greyscale maps as associated black and white features.

The technique is sensitive to masonry building foundations or footings con-

structed either from ‘magnetic’ materials such as fired clay brick, producing strong

positive magnetic responses, or non-magnetic materials such as limestone blocks,

which produce negatively trending magnetic responses, being less magnetic than

the surrounding soil. Magnetometer surveys are also sensitive to archaeological

features such as pits and ditches, which tend to infill with more magnetic topsoil,

providing a magnetic contrast with surrounding soil. Areas of burning, burnt ma-

terials and structures relating to heating processes such as kilns and hearths all

produce a strong magnetic response as heating dramatically enhances their innate

magnetic properties.

While both earth resistance and magnetic measurements detect the same kinds

of buried archaeological features, they measure different geophysical properties
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and are therefore complementary and in combination often provide a good deal

of information concerning the physical nature of anomalous sub-surface features.

Within the text the term ‘feature’ is used to refer to the source of any anomalous

geophysical response.

4.3 Geological considerations

The superficial geology within the study area consists of Holocene silts and sands

overlying more extensive deposits of glacial sand and gravel laid down during the

Quaternary period. These types of deposits can contribute to the overall levels of

magnetic ‘noise’, depending on the depth of overlying soils. They also providing a

comparatively free draining substrate suitable for earth resistance measurements,

providing a good contrast with moisture retaining features, although potentially

less so with features of a higher electrical resistance.

5 Results

The results of the resistivity and magnetic surveys from Gun Hill are shown in

Figures 1 and 2, while the results from Skilmans Hill are shown in Figures 3 and

4.

It can be seen that at both locations, the resistivity surveys were successful

in detecting a number of anomalous features, producing an often complex picture

of the sub-surface reflecting a level of cultural activity and disturbance in keeping

with a multi-period urban environment, discussed in detail in the following section.

By contrast, the magnetic survey data from each location revealed far less in

terms of sub-surface detail, with little correspondence with features detected by

the resistivity survey. The implications of these results are also discussed in the

following section.
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Figure 1: Earth resistance survey data from Gun Hill.
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5 RESULTS

Figure 2: Magnetic survey data from Gun Hill.
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5 RESULTS

Figure 3: Resistivity survey data from Skilmans Hill.
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6 INTERPRETATION

Figure 4: Magnetic survey data from Skilmans Hill.

6 Interpretation

The following interpretation of the survey results aims to draw out the most impor-

tant aspects relating to former land use and occupation at each location surveyed.

Much of the interpretation is framed with reference to the known history of the

area, including the possible construction of a medieval castle, the devastating fire

that destroyed much of the town in 1659 and the fortification of the North Sea
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coast during the Second World War (WWII). It is against this background that

the ‘accumulative’ maps of geophysical data have to be interpreted.

6.1 Gun Hill

The results of the resistivity survey at Gun Hill reveal a number of comparatively

high resistance anomalies that appear to indicate the survival of elements of build-

ing materials pertaining to the footings of former buildings. The most prominent

of these remains are highlighted in Figure 5 in red. Conversely, several features

present themselves as having low resistivity values compared to their immediate

surroundings, shown in blue in Figure 5. These most likely represent infilled dug

features such as pits and trenches.

Figure 5: Resistivity data from Gun Hill with high (red) and low (blue) resistance

anomalous responses highlighted.

Interestingly, all the proposed building elements (red) appear to share a simi-

lar NS-EW alignment, extending down to the southern portion of the survey area,

suggesting a reasonably coherent phase of organisation over this part of Gun Hill.

Within the southern portion of the survey data, some distinctive low resistivity

responses were also identified (blue). The responses labelled ‘1’ in Figure 5 are
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interesting and suggest the sub-surface presence of two high resistance features,

surrounding by a well defined cut feature, infilled with lower resistance material

i.e. backfilled. It is possible these represents some kind of military emplacement

consisting of solid central structures surrounded by a trench or dug-out. This

feature may extend to the northwest, beyond the surveyed area. It is also in-

teresting that the orientation is different to the majority of the remains present.

The responses labelled ‘2’ in Figure 5 form a line of fairly regular sub-rectangular

features aligned NW-SE and possibly represent a line of pits or the remains of

removed foundations; their alignment is similar to ‘1’ above.

Another striking feature is the apparent ‘edge’ to the main area of activity

observed in the NE portion of the plot, to the east of which few resistivity anomalies

are present (see Figure 5, marked in red). This demarcation appears parallel to the

current roadway that runs around the eastern margin of Gun Hill and potentially

relates to an earlier roadway running south towards the cliff from the centre of

the medieval town. Figure 6 shows an extrapolation of this hypothetical route

northwards into the modern town. It can be seen that such a route would run

closely parallel to, but c. 5 metres to the west of the current line of Queen Street.

It is possible that the cultural activity seen in the resistivity data reflects the

original southernmost extent of the medieval town. An aerial photograph of Gun

Hill from 1920 (Figure 7) shows a possible parch mark that might reflect the

position of the earlier roadway, although it’s existance must remain somewhat

speculative at this time.1

1Image reference EPW001931, taken June 1920. Accessed from the Britain from Above

archive. www.britainfromabove.org.uk on 21st September 2015.
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6.1 Gun Hill 6 INTERPRETATION

Figure 6: Hypothetical routeway extended northwards into the town and found to run

closely parallel to, but offset from Queen Street.

Figure 7: Aerial photograph from 1920 showing parch marks on Gun Hill that might

relate to the position of a former medieval roadway extending southward onto the hill.

A similarly quiet area can also be seen in the southwest portion of the surveyed

area, defining a western edge to the area of general activity on Gun Hill. This

corresponds to an area of markedly low resistance and was the site of a rabbit

warren until fairly recently (R. Dales, per. comm.). It may reflect a change in
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underlying geology or could conceivably represent some sort of man-made feature

such as a pond. This feature is discussed further below in relation to an aerial

photograph of Gun Hill from 1949.

The magnetic data from Gun Hill are dominated by large magnetic responses

from modern service trenches running across the green and from the six canon

flanking the south eastern edge of the study area. These responses are highlighted

in Figure 8, shown in green. The largest response, running c. NE-SW probably

supplies the casino, whereas that running in from the north and roughly perpen-

dicular is probably the power supply to the lamp on the green.

Figure 8: Magnetic data from Gun Hill showing the location of service trenches running

across the green and the possible remains of a structure (labelled ‘1’).

In contrast to the resistivity survey, the area showing the densest spread of

anomalous responses occupies the northeastern portion of the surveyed area, with

another cluster of magnetic responses in the far west. This pattern is almost an

inverse of the anomalous earth resistance responses, which dominate the central

portion of the study area, with blank areas in the southwest and northeast.

It is possible that the magnetic responses on the north eastern margins of the

site represent later activity on the green in the general vicinity of known WWII

defensive works. MOD records show that the Emergency Coastal Defence Battery
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6.1 Gun Hill 6 INTERPRETATION

(ECDB) at Southwold (one of seven in the area) was moved northward in 1941 from

its original low lying position to Gun Hill [3]. The defences consisted of two 6 inch

guns, likely to have been housed in concrete gun houses with adjacent magazines

[3]. See also Barrett Jenkins (1984)[4]. In close proximity would have been a

generator building and other ancillary structures such as crew shelters, kitchens,

billets etc. Photos of the ECDB at Gun Hill are shown in Figures 9 and 10. While

it appears from the photographs that the guns themselves were placed close to

the cliff edge, it is possible that the general spread of magnetic responses behind

this position relate to the location of various ancillary buildings. The stronger

magnetic anomaly in the eastern corner of the surveyed area (labelled ‘1’), would

appear to represent the remains of a structure, indicating the possible survival

of short sections of foundation footings running perpendicular to one another.

Unfortunately there is not enough of this anomalous response to be certain of

the interpretation, as only a small proportion of it is visible in the corner of the

survey data and is presumably bisected by the modern roadway (Primrose Alley)

immediately to the east. It is possible that this anomalous feature relates to the

ECDB in some way. Recourse to an aerial photograph taken in 1949 reproduced

in Figure 11 shows the remains of a small building in this section of Gun Hill that

presumably formed part of the battery installation .2

2Image reference EAW024300, taken June 1949. Accessed from the Britain from Above

archive. www.britainfromabove.org.uk on 21st September 2015.
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Figure 9: Camoflaged ECDB on Gun Hill, looking south west along the coast line. From

Liddiard & Sim (2014).[3]

Figure 10: ECDB on Gun Hill, looking north east. From Liddiard & Sim (2014).[3]
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Figure 11: Aerial photograph of Gun Hill taken in 1949 apparently showing the removal

of remaining defensive structures and the reinstatment of the cannon along the edge of

the green.

The Suffolk HER also records the existence of a gun emplacement and slit

trenches within the study area (SHER: SWD 031) visible on 1941 and 1943 aerial

photographs.3 The location of the southern portion of the trenching crossing Gun

Hill is shown in Figure 12 in relation to the resistivity data and in Figure 13 in

relation to the magnetic data. It is interesting that the cut of the trench does not

show up on the resistivity survey, although it can be seen that it does appear to

bisect the most prominent feature associated with building remains, apparently

removing traces of it’s eastern section. Within the magnetic data (Figure 13),

the features labelled ‘1’ in the plot demark subtle changes in magnetic contrast,

with a slightly enhanced magnetic response recorded between the two annotated

lines which corresponds quite closely with the position of the trench crossing the

surveyed area.

3SSF50005 - Photograph: RAF. Air Photograph. 2BC/BR173 FrmA15 17-Jun-1941 and

SSF50005 - Photograph: RAF. Air Photograph. AC/165 Frm5032 4-Jan-1943.
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Figure 12: Southern portion of a WWII trench crossing Gun Hill (SSF50005), visible on

RAF aerial photographs from 1941 and 1943.
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Figure 13: Magnetic survey data from Gun Hill (SSF50005), showing the location of the

southern portion of a WWII trench and other annotated features discussed in the text.

The magnetic data also reveal a few other magnetic anomalies worthy of men-

tion, highlighted in Figure 13. The small rather ephemeral response labelled ‘2’ in

Figure 13 appears to represent a small linear cut feature such as a narrow gully,

which could be of any date. No corresponding response is seen in the resistivity

data. A seemingly coherent group of anomalous responses, labelled ‘3’ in Figure

13 could relate to WWII activity, although unfortunately the later services trench

cuts across this feature, making it harder to interpret. A corresponding anomalous

response, albeit faint, can also be observed in the resistivity data (see Figure 1).

Finally, a spread of reasonably large magnetic resonses along the south western

margins of the survey area, labelled ‘4’ in Figure 13 fall close to an area of low

earth resistance (see Figure 5) and may be related. In the aerial photograph of

1949 (Figure 11), this area is shown covered with low vegetation and flanked by

a small path that runs from the villa to the northwest, skirting around the veg-

etated area. As mentioned above, it is tempting to consider this as a possible

infilled feature of unknown date.

A composite image of all interpreted anomalous responses from both the earth

resistance and magnetic surveys on Gun Hill, overlain onto the aerial satellite

image is presented in Figure 14. Overall, it appears that WWII activity was con-
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strained to the northeastern portion of the surveyed area, with much of the green

remaining clear at this time (R. Liddiard, per. comm.). The structural remains

detected within the resistivity survey seem therefore to predate this period and

could conceivably be medieval in origin. The fact that they were not detected by

the magnetic survey probably reflects the nature of materials used, with founda-

tions likely to be constructed from mortared flint cobbles, giving little magnetic

contrast. It seems likely these earlier buildings would have fallen victim to the 1659

fire that destroyed much of medieval Southwold. Such an event would normally

be expected to enhance the magnetic response generated by surviving remains.

However, if much of this area of Gun Hill underwent levelling during the Victo-

rian era, all but the deeper traces of activity are likely to have been removed.

No evidence of any major earthworks (ditches) surviving that might be indicative

of prehistoric settlement were detected although an area of prehistoric settlement

between Southwold Common and Gun Hill has been suggested [5].
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Figure 14: Composite plot of all detected magnetic and earth resistance features from

Gun Hill.

6.2 Skilmans Hill

The resistivity data from Skilmans Hill revealed an extensive and largely coherent

map of anomalies covering a large portion of the surveyed area. Areas of high

resistance demark features from a now buried topography consisting primarily of

two intersecting trackways, highlighted in Figure 15. One heads downslope in a

northwesterly direction, connecting with the passage that runs from Constitution
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Hill onto Skilmans Hill, perhaps once providing access to the lower marshland

grazing on the common. The other seems to follow the contour of the hill, heading

in a vaguely south westerly direction, possibly connecting with the narrow lane

running from Queen Street to Skilmans Hill and providing a route through to

Gardner Road (and Ferry Road). In terms of geophysical responses the areas of

lower resistance, effectively ‘sandwiched’ between flanking areas of higher resis-

tance that define the tracks are likely to be infilled ruts. The trackway that runs

around the hill to Gardner Road also appears in places to have central areas of

higher resistance, that may correlate with raised portions of the track with ruts

either side. No traces of these hypothesised trackways are depicted in the 1st

edition OS maps of Southwold.4 However, an aerial photograph of Skilmans Hill

from 1920 does appear to show the presence of narrow trackways across the green

that would potentially correspond with the geophysical interpretation see Figure

16.5

Figure 15: Resistivity data from Skilmans Hill showing the location of two former track-

ways. Areas of high resistance shown in red.

4surveyed in 1882.
5Image reference EPW001928, taken June 1920. Accessed from the Britain from Above

archive. www.britainfromabove.org.uk on 21st September 2015.
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Figure 16: Aerial view of Skilmans Green, 1920, showing parch marks revealing the

sub-surface survival of a former trackway skirting the northwestern flank of the hill.

What is potentially interesting is that the course of these trackways may reflect

in someway the earlier medieval layout of the town. In particular the southwest-

erly trackway running around the hill may reflect what was happening on top of

the hill during this period. Figure 17 highlights a number of features revealed in

the resistivity data along the margins of the hilltop, effectively enclosed by the

southwesterly trackway. Most are defined by apparent edges in contrasting re-

sistivity values, with defined areas of lower apparent resistance representing cut

features, such as pits and trenches. Given the possibility of the hilltop being the

site of Richard de Clare’s castle (in whatever form or stage of construction it might

have taken), the potential for these features being robber cuts for the removal of

foundation footings needs to be entertained. There is certainly a well defined edge

running SW/NE across the break of the hill (labelled ‘1’ in Figure 17) and the

irregularity of these features in plan is not inconsistent with robber cuts. Within

the central portion of this area, the well defined low resistance feature, labelled ‘2’

in Figure 17 is also likely to represent some form of cut feature, although it’s well

defined edges and association with a nearby iron drain cover make it more likely

to be connected with some form of pipe trench of relatively modern origin. This

feature also appears to cut through the earlier linear feature ‘1’.
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Figure 17: Earth resistance anomalies along the upper margins of Skilmans Hill.

The resistivity data from Skilmans Hill also revealed a group of high resistance

anomalous features likely to represent the surviving sub-surface remains of some

form of structure, located in the north west portion of the surveyed area, shown

in Figure 18. The orientation of linear elements, which probably represent the

remains of wall footings, seems to respect the alignment of the southwesterly track

along their southeastern border. It is hard from the resulting plan to discern

how the layout might have functioned as a complete building, or indeed whether it

represents several phases of activity; the differing alignment of some of the elements

might suggest this.
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Figure 18: Possible structures revealed in the resistivity data from Skilmans Hill.

The magnetic measurements again show the presence of modern services cross-

ing the surveyed area, highlighted in green in Figure 19. Although overall the

magnetic plot is characterised by a fairly uniform magnetic response across the

surveyed area, there are a few low amplitude anomalous signals of potential inter-

est. Figure 20 highlights a number of small linear positive magnetic anomalies. In

the northern portion of the plot, three discontinuous anomalies appear to form a

sub-rectangular shape, elongated in a NE/SW orientation, labelled ‘1’ in Figure

20. Together these may represent the remains of a small structure utilising shal-

low or truncated footings and are also associated with a well delineated area of

higher apparent resistivity which might be consistent with a compacted floor sur-

face. The suggested structure also aligns well with the trackway features described

above leading out onto the common. Following a similar orientation, three further

faint responses can be seen to the south (labelled ‘2’ in Figure 20). These appear

to trace a discontinuous line at the same location as the high resistance linear fea-

tures described above and are likely to also relate to the trackway. To the south

a series of discrete anomalies of reasonably high amplitude are likely to consist of

building material fragments, highlighted in Figure 21. Along the northeastern edge

of this grouping is a faint positive response which may be derived from the edge
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of a cut feature. Taken as a whole, this group of anomalous responses would seem

to indicate an area of disturbed ground. This ties in spatially with the resistivity

data for this portion of the survey area, which appeared to show the presence of

cut features potentially synonymous with robbing.

Figure 19: Magnetic data from Skilmans Hill showing modern services crossing the

surveyed area.
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Figure 20: Other anomalous responses revealed in the magnetic data from Skilmans Hill.
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Figure 21: Area of anomalous responses indicative of scattered building materials and

possible robbing.

A composite image of all interpreted anomalous responses from both the earth

resistance and magnetic surveys, overlain onto the aerial satellite image is pre-

sented in Figure 22. Overall it appears Skilmans green was more heavily utilised

in the past, being crossed by two trackways with traces of the remains of small

structures at the point at which the tracks intersect. Around the upper margins

of the hill, bordering the flatter summit area there is evidence of further activity

suggestive of the presence of former buildings extended further to the northwest

than the current line of houses. Signs of cut type features along the break of slope

and the absence of more sumstantial earth resistance responses might well indicate

the removal of building foundation material.
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Figure 22: Composite plot of all detected magnetic and earth resistance features from

Skilmans Hill.

7 Conclusions

The geophysical surveys undertake at both Gun Hill and Skilmans Green in South-

wold proved effective in revealing a number of surviving sub-surface elements relat-

ing to former activity at each location. From the interpretations discussed above,

the following conclusions might be drawn:
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• At Gun Hill, surviving sub-surface features consisting of the remains of foot-

ings suggest the presence of a number of earlier buildings occupying the Hill

of unknown date. Features relating to the emplacement of coastal gun bat-

teries during WWII detected in the eastern portion of the surveyed area

possibly relate to ancillary buildings. A slit trench running across the hill

appears to cut the earlier buildings.

• The sharp linear demarcation of anomalous earth resistance responses within

the eastern portion of the surveyed area hints at the location of an earlier

roadway, aligned with Queen Street. The earlier building remains on the hill

also seem to follow this alignment. This would potentially infer a southward

extension of medieval Southwold towards the cliffs.

• No geophysical anomalies suggestive of the survival of an Iron Age hill fort

were detected.

• At Skilmans Hill, two trackways running across the green were identified

which may well date back to the medieval phases of the town. One appears

to skirt around the hill and may delineate activity on the hill top.

• A degree of disturbance was recorded along the northwestern margins of the

hill which is conceivably consistent with the robbing of building foundations,

suggesting earlier phases of building along the edge of the hill top. Whether

or not this relates to the building of a fortification by Richard de Clare is

a moot point. Given the general lack of material evidence, it is likely any

fortification constructed would have been relatively modest. While the house

atop Skilmans Hill is named ‘Castle Keep’, an alternative location might have

been the site of a medieval manor house thought to have existed close to the

church (the manor became invested by the king in 1495) and likely destroyed

by the 1659 fire.[6]

• Two less disturbed areas of building remains also appear to survive at the

point the two trackways cross on the lower reaches of the hill. These appear

to be aligned with the trackways and can be presumed contemporary. Neither

appear to be associated with the kind of industrial activity known to have

taken place in the vicinity.
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A FIELD METHODS

A Field methods

A 20 x 20 m grid was established across the two survey areas, orientated NE/SW

(Gun Hill) and N/S (Skilmans Hill). The position of the grid was then recorded in

each of the corner points using a Topcon HyperPro GPS with real-time kinematic

(RTK) corrections.

A.1 Earth resistance survey

Measurements of earth electrical resistance were determined using a Geoscan RM15

resistance meter with a mobile twin-probe configuration. Probe separation was 0.5

m. A zig-zag traverse scheme was employed and data were logged in discrete 20

m grid units. The instrument sensitivity was 0.1 ohms. The sample interval along

each traverse was 0.5 m and the traverse interval was 1m, thus providing 800 sample

measurements per 20 m grid unit. Within this report, the term ‘resistivity’ refers

to the apparent resistivity of the sub-surface.

A.2 Magnetometer survey

Measurements of vertical geomagnetic field gradient were determined using a

Geoscan FM36 fluxgate gradiometer with an instrument sensitivity of c. 0.1 nT/m.

A zig-zag traverse scheme was employed and data were logged in discrete 20 m

grid units. The measurement sample interval was 0.25 m along each traverse and

the traverse interval was 1 m, thus providing 1,600 measurements per 20 m grid

square.

A.3 Data processing

Data processing was undertaken using the author’s own software. The following

data processing routines were applied:

• Resistivity measurements: Zero mean grid correction, removing differences

in measured background resistance; High-pass filtering; Polynomial interpo-

lation of traverse (X-axis) data to 0.5 m.

• Magnetic measurements: Zero mean traverse correction, to remove striping

caused by instrument heading errors; Gaussian low-pass filter; Polynomial

interpolation of traverse (X-axis) data to 0.5 m.
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A.4 Data Visualisation A FIELD METHODS

A.4 Data Visualisation

Geophysical data were analysed using a Geographic Information System (GIS)

database (ERSI ArchMap 9.3). The basemap is a natural colour Quickbird II

satellite image c©Digital Globe 2013.
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